Mendip Hills AONB
4. Decoys - QLs, QFs and Starfish
Black Down actually invited enemy bombs. If
the site resembled a poorly blacked-out Bristol
at night, bombs might be dropped here instead.
Black Down became a QL site (Q=night; L=lit).
The man in charge was Colonel Turner. His
‘decoy’ department was so top secret that it
never had a name. The unusual thing about the
department was that it was made up of film and
prop makers from Sound City Studios - a part of
Shepperton Studios that still exists today.
Colonel Turner didn’t stop with QL inventions,
however. Black Down next became a QF site
(F=fires). The Luftwaffe typically first sent
pathfinder bombers to mark the target. If the
pathfinder’s bombs were extinguished at the
same time as controlled fires were lit on Black
Down, perhaps the second bombing sortie
would be fooled into bombing the wrong target.
Groups of fires in individual baskets set off in
relays were the most common type of fire, but
in a further development of the individual
decoys, different types of fire to imitate
different ground conditions were lit. These were
called Special Fires – and they were code
named Starfish.
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Sketch by Frank
Newbury – an apprentice
electrician when he
helped to wire up the
decoy town.
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bigger fires, some
looking like explosions,
were called ‘Special
Fires’. Four different
types were developed
from whatever materials
came to hand. This is a
Boiler Fire. It had a water
flush to cause an
explosive burst of flame.
The tanks on the left
contained oil and water to
feed the fire.
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of the 12 Starfish
sites in the Bristol area.
Eventually, there were about
800 sites around the country.
These two diagrams
compare the Bristol targets
(top) with the positions of the
Black Down decoys (below)
mimicking them.

WAR WALK
A new War Walk on
Black Down is available
to download from the
Discovering Black Down
project website.

OS GRID REFERENCES
TO DECOYS
Burrington a (QL)
Canon’s Marsh: ST 467578
Burrington b (QL)
West Depot: ST 465557
Burrington c (QF/QL)
Temple Meads: ST 475574
Burrington d (QL)
Pylle Hill: ST 481575
Burrington e (QL)
Kingsland Road: ST 482572
Burrington f (QF/QL)
East Depot: ST 497570
Q=Night
L=Lit
F=Fires
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You can also listen to
interviews with people
who were involved and
download this and other
factsheets in this series.

